Abstract-In this paper we investigate the value of gaze-driven adaptive interventions to support processing of textual documents with embedded visualizations, i.e., Magazine Style Narrative Visualizations (MSNVs). These interventions are provided dynamically by highlighting relevant data points in the visualization when the user reads related sentences in the MNSV text, as detected by an eye-tracker. We conducted a user study during which participants read a set of MSNVs with our interventions, and compared their performance and experience with participants who received no interventions. Our work extends previous findings by showing that dynamic, gaze-driven interventions can be delivered based on reading behaviors in MSNVs, a widespread form of documents that have never been considered for gaze-driven adaptation so far. Next, we found that the interventions significantly improved the performance of users with low levels of visualization literacy, i.e., those users who need help the most due to their lower ability to process and understand data visualizations. However, high literacy users were not impacted by the interventions, providing initial evidence that gaze-driven interventions can be further improved by personalizing them to the levels of visualization literacy of their users.
INTRODUCTION
isualizations are typically designed following a one size-fits-all approach, meaning that they do not take into account individual differences in their users. There is however mounting evidence that user characteristics such as cognitive abilities and personality traits, can significantly influence user experience during information visualization (InfoVis) tasks, even with well-designed, thoroughly evaluated visualizations, e.g., [1] - [4] . These findings have prompted researchers to study user-adaptive information visualizations, i.e., visualizations that can recognize specific needs and abilities of their individual users, and adapt various aspects of the visualization accordingly.
The first examples of adaptive visualizations leveraged user actions with an interactive visualization system to detect evidence that the user is not working well with the current visualization, and suggest a suitable alternative (e.g., [5] - [7] ). More recently, researchers have been investigating eye-tracking data as a source of information to predict user needs and drive adaptation. Eye-tracking is especially suitable for delivering adaptation in visualization because it can directly capture visual processes that are fundamental for working with a visualization. Eye-tracking data has also the advantage of being available in both interactive and non-interactive visualizations.
Existing research has shown that eye-tracking data can be used to predict in real time several long-term user characteristics and short-term states known to influence visualization effectiveness, such as users' perceptual abilities [8] - [10] , interest [11] , confusion [12] and cognitive load [13] . Whereas these predictions of user long-term characteristic and short-term states have yet to be used for adaptation, there is initial evidence on the effectiveness of adaptation simply based on detecting specific user gaze behaviors, i.e., gaze-driven adaptation. Specifically, Göbel et al. [14] and Bektas et al. [15] have shown that gaze-driven adaptation can facilitate processing of map-based visualizations.
We contribute to this body of research by investigating gaze-driven adaptation as a means to support processing of visualizations embedded in narrative text, known as Magazine-Style Narrative Visualization (MSNV for short) [16] . We focus on MSNVs featuring bar charts, one of the most ubiquitous visualizations found in MSNV documents such as newspapers, scientific articles, blogs, textbooks [17] . We also investigate the potential value of long-term user characteristics to further personalize the delivery of gaze-drive adaptation in MSNVs.
As it is often the case for multimodal documents, processing MSNVs can be challenging due to the need to split attention between two information sources, with a possible increase in cognitive load and negative impact on comprehension [18] . The challenge can be exacerbated in MSNVs as there are often multiple sentences in the text, called references, that solicit attention to different aspects of the accompanying visualization (see example in Fig. 1 ). In particular, identifying which data points in the visualizations correspond to each reference is a well-known difficulty in MSMVs [18] , [20] - [23] .
Based on these results, in this paper we design and evaluate a form of cuing (i.e. adding visual prompts that guide user attention) that aims to facilitate MSNV processing by highlighting the relevant data points in the visualization xxxx-xxxx/0x/$xx.00 © 2019 IEEE Published by the IEEE Computer Society V ---------------- S. Lallé when a user reads a reference in the text, as detected by an eye-tracking device. We also investigate whether the effectiveness of this gaze-driven adaptation depends on user characteristics previously shown to exacerbate difficulties in processing bar-chart-based MSNV [23] , to ascertain if the gaze-driven adaptation should be further personalized to any of these user characteristics. Thus, the research question we investigate in this paper is as follows: Does gaze-driven highlighting of relevant parts of an MSNV graph improve user performance and subjective experience with bar-chart-based MSNVs, compared to users who received no such highlighting? Do the results depend on user characteristics that were previously found to influence MSNV processing?
To answer this question, we conducted a user study during which participants read a set of 14 MSNV with our proposed gaze-driven highlighting interventions, and we compared their outcomes with those of users who underwent the exact same task without interventions in the study described in [23] .
Our results show that the proposed highlighting interventions specifically helped users with low levels of visualization literacy (vis literacy for short), i.e., users with lower ability to process and understand data visualizations [24] . This finding is significant because it shows that the adaptive interventions benefited those users who needed help the most. Our results also show that users with high vis literacy were not impacted by the interventions, but their performance still had room for improvement. This suggests to further investigate adaptive interventions personalized to be helpful for these high vis literacy users.
Our work contributes to existing research in two ways. First, it broadens the evidence on the value of eye-tracking for adaptive visualizations. Prior to our work, gaze-driven adaptation has only been used to support the processing of map-based visualizations [14] , [15] . Our results extend these findings both by looking at a different visualization type, bar charts, as well as by focusing on MSNV, a widespread context of usage for visualizations that has not yet been investigated for gaze-driven adaptation.
A second contribution is that our results are the first to show that long-term user characteristics can influence the effectiveness of gaze-driven adaptation in visualization, calling for further research on how these interventions can be personalized to these long-term characteristics.
RELATED WORK

Need for Adaptation in InfoVis
Short-term states such as cognitive overload [25] and confusion [26] can directly reveal when the user is struggling when performing a task with a visualization, signalling that realtime support addressing the specific user difficulties would be beneficial.
There is also extensive evidence that long-term user characteristics (e.g., cognitive abilities and personality traits) significantly influence visualization processing, in a way that warrants providing support adapted to these user differences. For instance, low levels of the cognitive abilities perceptual speed and visual working memory (WM) have been linked to lower performance in simple analytic tasks with bar-chart-based visualizations [1] , [27] . Low levels of spatial abilities have been linked to worse performance in map reading tasks [28] and probabilistic reasoning tasks performed with icon array visualizations [29] . Low vis literacy was found to hinder user experience during decision making tasks supported by maps and deviation charts [4] , as well as during processing network visualizations in science museums [30] . Users with low levels of need for cognition, a personality trait, obtained worse performance than their counterparts in low-level analytical tasks with colored boxes [31] . Locus of control, another personality trait, was shown to impact whether a user performs best with tree-based or box-based visualizations [2] , [32] .
Several long-term user characteristics were also linked to user performance during MSNV processing. Toker et al. [23] tested the influence of nine user characteristics on user performance when completing the task of reading and answering comprehension questions about bar-chart-based MSNVs extracted from real-world sources (e.g., newspapers). Results showed that users with low levels of reading proficiency and verbal WM were significantly slower in task completion than users with high levels of these abilities. Users with low levels of vis literacy, need for cognition and verbal IQ were significantly less accurate on comprehension questions than their counterparts. Analysis of users' eye-tracking data showed that these worse performances were due in part to difficulties in identifying referenced data points in the MNSV visualizations. In this paper, we leverage the same set of MSNVs used in [23] to evaluate the usefulness of gaze-driven interventions that dynamically highlight referenced data points. We also examine if the five user characteristics found in [23] to impact performance influence the effectiveness of the interventions.
Eye-Tracking for User Adaptation
Existing research has investigated the potential of eyetracking to support adaptation by detecting in real-time relevant user gaze patterns, short-term states and long-term user characteristics.
Gaze-driven adaptation, which reacts to specific user gaze patterns, has been investigated in several domains. For instance, in educational settings gaze-driven prompts were used to: (i) refocus student attention back to the screen when they look away while interacting with educational software, with positive results on student learning [33] ; (ii) assist children during reading by pronouncing out loud words that they fixate for a long time [34] . Shirazi et al. [35] adapted online advertisements based on what information users look at in e-commerce webpages. In InfoVis, gaze-driven adaptation has been studied to support map processing [14] , [15] . Göbel et al. [14] dynamically place the legend of a map next to where the user is looking, and highlight in the legend the symbols that lie in the area of gaze location, with positive results for both processing time and user satisfaction. Bektas et al. [15] deemphasize the parts of a map that are outside the user's focus of attention, but this adaptation made no difference is user performance in simple visual search tasks.
Research has shown that eye-tracking can reveal more about the users than where they look. In particular, eyetracking data has been used to predict user short-term states such boredom [36] and mind wondering [37] in educational settings, as well as interest [11] , confusion [12] and cognitive load [13] during visualization processing. Still in the context of visualization processing, there are results on leveraging eye-tracking to predict long-term cognitive abilities relevant for adaptation, such as perceptual speed, verbal WM, visual WM, visual scanning [8] - [10] . These results show that eye-tracking can reveal rich information about the users. However, thus far only the work by D'Mello et al. [37] on predicting mind wandering while studying educational text has been used to drive adaptation, in this case prompting user to refocus their attention.
Cuing for Multimodal Documents
Cuing, or adding visual prompts that guide user attention, has been extensively investigated to facilitate the processing of multimodal instructional material consisting of text and accompanying diagrams or pictures (but not visualizations, see [20] for an overview). In particular, color coding matching parts of the text and the graphics was found to increase comprehension [38] - [40] . This color guidance was provided either upfront [38] , [39] , or at the user request when clicking on a specific paragraph [40] .
Cuing for supporting the processing of MSNV documents as been investigated in [19] , by displaying all visual cues upfront in the document. The visual cues consisted of colored lines drawn over the document to link words in the text to the corresponding information in the visualization. The cues were evaluated in a task requiring users to seek specific information (targets) in MSNVs. The targets were predefined so that the linking could be provided upfront, and the number of targets was limited to avoid clutter. Results show that this form of cuing reduced search time. However, providing all cues upfront it is hard to scale to MSNVs with a large number of references, as it is often the case in real-world documents 1 , because the many cues can visually clutter the document and create overlaps, thus diminishing the effectiveness and readability of the visualization [41] , [42] .
The form of gaze-driven cuing we adopted in this paper was originally proposed in [22] , and is further inspired by a study that compared different ways of highlighting relevant bars in stand-alone bar charts (i.e., not embedded in MSNVs) [43] . We chose to rely on this work because it explicitly investigated cuing initiated dynamically as opposed to provided upfront (as done in [39] , [40] and [19] ) or upon specific user request (as done in [41] ). The study tested various forms of highlighting interventions, including thickening the border of the relevant bars, deemphasizing non-relevant bars, and drawing connecting arrows or reference lines. These interventions were tested in a series of low-level analytical tasks. For each task, the user would see a bar graph and a question asking to retrieve and compare specific data points, with the bars corresponding to these data points being highlighted after a short time delay. This delay was added to mimic the effects of receiving cuing dynamically during visualization processing and ascertain if it could be annoying or distracting. Results showed that users performed significantly better when receiving the thickening and deemphasizing interventions, compared to receiving none, providing preliminary evidence on the potential of dynamic cuing for bar charts processing.
ADAPTIVE MSNV
In this section, we first describe the MSNVs that we leverage to evaluate our proposed gaze-driven highlighting interventions. Then, we describe the design of these interventions and their implementation for the target MSNVs.
MSNV Dataset
We used a set of 14 bar-chart-based MSNVs that Toker et al. [23] derived from an existing dataset of 40 MSNVs extracted from real-world sources, e.g., Pew Research, The Guardian, The Economist [21] . To keep the study complexity manageable, these MSNVs feature only bar charts, one of the most commonly used visualizations in real-world documents [17] . The references in this dataset had been previously identified via a rigorous coding process, indicating which data points in each visualization correspond to each sentence(s), as detailed in Kong et al. [21] . Each MSNV in this dataset consisted of "snippets" of larger source documents whereby each snippet included a selfcontained excerpt of the original text and one accompanying bar chart. We use this format in order to more easily control for different factors of complexity of the MSNVs that might impact their processing. In particular the 14 MSNVs were selected to include a balanced variety of bar chart types (simple, stacked, grouped), length (measured in terms of number of words and references) and number of referenced data points. Figure 2 shows two MSNVs with different complexity, whereas Table 1 shows summary statistics on the composition of the 14 MSNVs. The selection process is fully described in [23] . 
Design of the gaze-driven highlighting
Our proposed gaze-driven interventions dynamically highlight those bars in an MSNV chart corresponding to the reference the user is reading, as detected by eye-tracking 2 . The rationale for this form of guidance is to drive users' attention to the appropriate data in the charts when it is most relevant, i.e., when the user is attending to that piece of information in the text. Designing these highlighting interventions entails several challenges related to determining the main properties of the interventions, namely: (i) what type of highlighting to use; (ii) when exactly to trigger the intervention during the reading of a reference; (iii) whether interventions should be incrementally added to the bar chart as references are read, or whether previous interventions should be removed so that only one is active at any given time.
Testing values for all these properties in a formal study is not feasible as it would generate too many study conditions. Instead, we conducted dedicated pilot studies where we collected feedback on a minimal set of suitable values for these three properties and either identified a clear winner to use moving forward, or alternatives to test in the formal study. In these pilots, users read the same set of 14 MSNVs and completed the same task as in the main study (described in Section 4.1), with various versions of the adaptive interventions based on the property values we wanted to test. Participants were then interviewed to elicit their preferences and feedback.
Highlighting type. For this property, we chose to pilot test the two types of highlighting found to be most effective at supporting bar chart processing in [43] (see related work): thickening the border of the relevant bars, and desaturating non-relevant bars (see Figure 3 for examples). Five out of 6 pilot users reported that desaturating bars was too disruptive, because it removes context by making it difficult to see the desaturated bars even if they wanted to. Based on this feedback we retained thickening of the border of the bars for the study. The borders are always thickened in black so as to use a neutral color that has no other visual encoding in the bar charts of the MSNVs, as done in [43] . To ensure that the black outlines are noticeable for all the bars in the dataset, we adjusted the brightness and saturation of all bar colors so that their contrast ratio with the black outline is consistent across MSNVs. We also ensured that the colors remain well visible and distinguishable.
Intervention timing. Because we want to trigger interventions when a user is reading references in the text, we use an eye tracker to track the user's fixations 3 over these references. An intervention for a reference is then triggered whenever a sufficient number of fixations on the related sentences have been detected. An open question, however, is when exactly to trigger the intervention during the reading of a reference, e.g., at the start of the sentence, when the sentence has been fully read, somewhere in between.
For this study, we chose to test the option of triggering 3 A fixations is defined as gaze maintained at one point of the screen for at least 100ms, as captured by the Tobii eye-tracker. the interventions when the user has read more than half of the sentence, so that they have sufficient context to process the relevant bars in the chart 4 . The challenge here is that the number of fixations needed to process a reference can depend on its length, difficulty or phrasing, as well as on the reading speed of each user. We leveraged the eyetracking data collected in [23] , which used the same dataset as we use here, to compute the average number of fixations users spent on each reference in our target MSNVs. This average ranges from 8 for the shortest reference to 45 for the longest one (overall mean = 24, st. dev. = 10).
Next, we needed to define which percentage of this average number of fixations per reference should be considered as sufficient for having processed the reference and for triggering the intervention. Choosing a high percentage is risky because it is prone to triggering interventions too late, when the user has finished reading the reference and has moved to subsequent text. This is especially true for fast readers or readers who skim through the text, as they would generate fewer than average fixations on a sentence.
We chose to first pilot a trigger threshold of 60%, i.e., for each reference, the corresponding intervention is triggered when 60% of the average fixations required to read it is detected. Five out of 6 pilot users reported that the interventions seemed to appear too late (e.g., "It feels like there is a delay"). We also noticed that 3 of these users each triggered less than 70% of the interventions, either because they were reading fast and thus did not generate enough fixations over the reference, or because our 60% threshold was generally too conservative. Based on this feedback we lowered the trigger threshold to 40%, to better ensure that the interventions would be triggered, even by faster readers. Although for some users this threshold might trigger interventions when they are just partway through reading a sentence, for our purposes it is important to make sure that as many interventions as possible are delivered, given the objective to investigate the effectiveness of these interventions compared to not receiving them. We tested this 40% threshold with two additional pilot users, who triggered most interventions and found their timing to be suitable, 4 The opposite approach is to trigger the intervention as soon as the user starts reading the sentence, but we deemed this to be potentially too disthus we retained this threshold for the study.
Intervention removal. Since most MSNVs contain multiple references, we had to determine whether previously triggered interventions should be left active or removed upon the delivery of a new one. Leaving all interventions active is shown in Fig. 4 (A) , where four references (underlined) were read, of which the current one is at the bottom, and all the corresponding bars are all highlighted. This approach facilitates going back to the previous references, which can be useful if the user forgot some information, or want to compare data points across references. A possible drawback is that having too many highlighted bars might become overwhelming, and might make it difficult to discern the bars related to the current reference read (e.g., the 'Catholics' bars in Fig. 4 (A) , corresponding to the reference at the end of the text), especially in documents with many references.
An alternative strategy is to remove all previous interventions, as shown in Fig. 4 (B) , where only the 'Catholics' bars (i.e., the latest intervention) are left highlighted. With this approach the user can easily focus on the most current intervention, but cannot refer to previous ones anymore.
Pilot testing both strategies with 6 users revealed mixed feelings, with no clear winner. Four users reported that removing previous highlighting was unhelpful because they could not remember what bars they already processed. Two of them also said they often had to go back and reread the text due to that. Three pilot users liked having all the interventions after reading the entire text because it provides "a good visual summary of the salient information described in the MSNV". However, five out of 6 users reported difficulties in distinguishing between the previously highlighted bars and the recent ones with this strategy.
To account for this feedback we implemented a third strategy designed to leverage the pros of the previous two without the drawbacks. This strategy involves keeping previous highlights but desaturating the thickening so that the black outline become grey (see Figure 4 , C), thus distinguishing the most recent highlighting from the previous tracting, as well as prone to error because the interventions might be triggered by a few spurious or slightly inaccurate fixations. ones. We pilot tested this strategy with two additional users, who provided very positive feedback. Thus, we retained it for the main study.
Platform to test Adaptive MSNV
We have developed a dedicated platform to generate, deliver and evaluate interventions in user-adaptive visualizations, including the gaze-driven interventions for MNSV described in this paper. A full description of the platform is provided in its user manual 5 . Here we provide a highlevel description for the purpose of this paper.
The platform is built upon Tornado (www.tornadoweb. org), a Python web framework for developing asynchronous client-server applications. The server side of the platform is responsible for both processing eye-tracking data in real time (back end component), as well as triggering adaptation (middle end component). Specifically, the back end establishes connection with the eye-tracker, fetches the raw data at the eye-tracker's frequency, and processes it to extract higher-level information that can be used to trigger adaptation. This includes fixations, saccades (eye movements between two fixations), pupil sizes, distance of the eyes to the screen, and a set of eye-tracking features that capture a user's attentional patterns both over the entire screen as well as within pre-specified Areas of Interests (AOIs). For this study, the AOIs of interest are the individual reference sentences in each MNSV in our dataset, and the platform tracks user fixations over these AOIs 6 .
The middle end manages the delivery of adaptation by evaluating a set of adaptation rules over the livestream of eye-tracking features generated by the back end. These rules are implemented in SQL, and experimenters can quickly add new rules in the platform to test new forms of adaptive interventions in their visualizations. For this MSNV study, there is one general rule that initiates an intervention when the number of detected fixations over a given reference exceeds its triggering threshold (see Section 3.2). The middle end also provides the necessary functionalities to run a user study and evaluate the adaptation, including data logging, task randomization, and the display of questionnaires and tests as needed.
The client side of the platform is responsible for displaying the target visualization (in our case the MSNVs) and the adaptive interventions upon notification from the middle end. Interventions are displayed in the visualizations via JavaScript callbacks, and we use the D3 and Angular JavaScript libraries to plot the highlighting.
USER STUDY
To evaluate the gaze-driven adaptive highlighting for MNSVs described in the previous section, we used a between-subject design, where we compare the performance of a group of users who read MNSV with the highlighting interventions (adaptive group) and a control group that reads the same MSNV with no highlighting. The data for the control group come from the study reported in [23] , referred to as control study from now on. The data for the adaptive group comes from the study we describe in the rest of this section (adaptive study from now on). The two studies use the exact same task and procedure, fully described in [23] and summarized in Section 4.1.
Participants and Study Procedure
A total of 119 subjects were recruited in the studies via advertising at our campus and on Craigslist, and were paid $35 for participating. The control study [23] included 56 subjects (32 female), with age from 19 to 69 (M=28, SD=11). For the adaptive study we recruited 63 participants (34 female), with age from 18 to 59 (M=25, SD=8). In both studies, about 60% of participants were university students, and the others were from a variety of backgrounds (e.g., retail manager, restaurant server, artist, nurse, retired).
The study procedure involves a single session lasting at most 90 minutes. The session starts with the participant undergoing calibration with the eye-tracker, a Tobii T-120. high-end camera-based remote eye-tracker embedded in a display of 1280 x 1024 pixels, with sampling rate of 120 Hertz. Next, participants are given the task of reading a MSNV document on the computer screen, and signal when they are done by clicking 'next'. At this point, they see a screen with a set of questions that elicit their opinion of the document and test their comprehension (see section 4.3). Participants perform this same task for the 14 MSNVs described in Section 3.1. The ordering of the 14 MSNVs is randomized for each participant. Participants are not given a time-limit to read the MSNVs, nor training on the interventions, to mimic how they might be used in realistic settings. To ensure that participants dedicated adequate effort to the task, a $50 bonus was promised for the three participants with the best performance, evaluated in terms of both speed and accuracy. In the adaptive study, participants also filled out a postquestionnaire to rate the usefulness and ease of use of the adaptation (Section 4.3). They were also briefly interviewed to discuss their ratings.
Standard tests from psychology were used to assess, for each participant, a battery of user characteristics (described in the next section) that might influence how MNSV are processed and how participants react to adaptive interventions. To reduce fatigue, some of these tests, which are computer-based and do not require an invigilator, were given to participants to do at home prior to the experiment. The rest, which were either paper-based or required specialized software not available remotely, were administered during the study session. See [23] for more details on tests administration procedure, which was kept identical in the adaptive study.
User Characteristics
Nine user characteristics were measured in both the control and the adaptive study, to keep the same study procedure. As we discussed in the related work, [23] only five out of these nine were found to influence user performance when processing MSNVs, i.e., low levels of these characteristics were linked to worse performance. Because of their link to performance, we focus on these five for our analysis of how user characteristics might influence the effectiveness of adaptive interventions for MSNV.
These five user characteristics are defined in Table 2 , along with the standard tests from psychology that were used to measure them. The first characteristic (vis literacy) relates to how well users can process visualization; the next three (verbal WM, reading proficiency, and verbal IQ) relate to the ability to process textual elements; finally, need for cognition is a personality trait defining how much users like effortful cognitive activities 7 .
Dependent Measures
Two sets of dependent measures used in the adaptive study were the same as those collected in [23] and relate to task performance and user experience. In addition, in the adaptive study we collected measures related to the user perception of the interventions. (i) Task performance. This set comprises of time on task and accuracy in processing each MSNV. Time on task is the time elapsed between when a participant is shown an MSNV, and when they signal that they are done reading it by hitting "next". Accuracy is the ratio of correct answers 7 As done in [23] , we verified that these five measures are not correlated, to the comprehension questions that appear after pressing "next". These were adapted from [44] and include two recognition questions asking to recall specific information from the MSNV (questions 3-4 in Fig. 5) , and a title question asking to select a suitable alternative title for the MSNV (question 5 in Fig. 5 ) as a way to test overall comprehension. See [23] for more details on the question design.
(ii) User experience. This set comprise two subjective measures about the perceived ease-of-understanding and interest of the document, assessed on a 5-point Likert scale (questions 1-2 in Fig. 5) .
(iii) Perception of the interventions. This set comprises 10 measures related to user perceived usefulness, ease-of-use and satisfaction with the interventions. These measures were collected via a web questionnaire displayed after a participant read all 14 MSNVs, where the participant rated the 10 statements listed in Table 3 on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from "Strongly disagree" to "Strongly agree". Statements 1-5 ask about the perceived usefulness of the interventions, including possible negative aspects, namely if they were distracting or confusing. Statements 6-9 ask about aspects related to the ease-of-use of the interventions. The last statements gauge satisfaction with the interventions. This questionnaire was derived from the USE questionnaire [45] , a well-established instrument to evaluate the usability of user interface features. 6 . I found that the timing of the intervention was right. 7. I found the interventions easy to notice. 8. I found the intervention well-integrated into the document. SATIS- 
ANALYSIS OF THE TRIGGERING MECHANISM
To make sure that the intervention triggering mechanism discussed in section 3.2 generated enough interventions to answer our research question, we examined the percentage of interventions each participant triggered, given the maximum number of 35 available. Fig. 6 reports these percentages. It should be noted that we discarded 5 users because of too many invalid gaze samples (as reported by the eyetracker), leaving 58 users for this and subsequent analyses. On average, these 58 participants triggered 81% of the interventions (SD=19%), and Fig. 6 shows that a large majority triggered most of the interventions. Specifically, 46 users (about 79%) triggered more than 75% of the interventions. The fact that not all interventions were triggered is to be expected, as it is a normal reading behavior to skim or even skip some sentences at times, for example when a text is not of interest to the participant.
For the 13 participants who triggered less than 75% of the interventions, we investigated whether this was due to problems with eye-tracking, or to them being fast/skim readers. To do so, we looked at the gaze heat map for each of these users, which can reveal calibration issues if the heat map is consistently misaligned with the sentences in the text and the bar chart.
The heat map of 8 of these 13 participants showed such misalignment (see example on Fig. 7) , preventing the triggering of interventions when the eye-tracker would not detect fixations over reference sentences that the participant actually read, or alternatively triggering an intervention for references that the user has not read yet. Because this technical issue strongly affected the delivery of the interventions, we discarded these users from further analysis. There was no obvious issue with the heat maps of the 5 remaining participants who triggered less than 75% of interventions, and their low trigger percentage is likely due to a high reading speed or a tendency to skim the text. Thus, we retained these users, remaining with 50 participants who, on average, triggered 89% of the interventions (st. dev. = 14%). We consider the proportion of interventions triggered by these 50 users to be adequate to proceed with our analysis. However because there is some variance in their trigger percentage, we will discuss if/how it affects outcomes for the adaptive group in the results section.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The first part of this section (Section 6.1), presents the analysis and results related to our research question:
"Does gaze-driven highlighting of relevant parts of an MSNV graph improve user performance and subjective experience with bar-chart-based MSNVs, compared to users who received no such highlighting? Do the results depend on one or more user characteristics that were previously found to influence MSNV processing?"
The rest of the section presents further results on the effects of interventions in the adaptive group. Section 6.2 discusses how participants in the adaptive group perceived the interventions. Section 6.3 reports on how the number of interventions received influenced outcomes.
Comparison of Control and Adaptive Groups
Analysis
To answer our research question we compare performance and subjective experience of the participants in the control and adaptive groups, while accounting for the possible influence of the 5 user characteristics presented in section 4.2 (UC from now on). Recall that we measure performance in terms of time on task and accuracy, and user experience in terms of perceived ease-of-understanding and interest of the MSNV (see section 4.3). Statistics for these dependent measures are shown in Table 4 . We ran four mixed models, one per dependent measure with group (adaptive, control) as independent variables, and the five UC as covariates. Participant ID and MSNV ID were added as random effects in the mixed models, to account for variability across the participants and the documents, respectively. Each mixed model was fitted with a bidirectional stepwise algorithm for model selection based on AIC, using the lmerTest package in R [46] . To account for family-wise error, resulting p-values from all four mixed models are adjusted using the Benjamin-Hochberg procedure to control for the false discovery rate (FDR) [47] .
Results
Since we are interested in the impact of having or not having adaptive interventions, we focus on results pertaining to effects involving groups. We found no significant 8 main effect of group on the dependent variables. However, there is a significant interaction effect of vis literacy with group on accuracy (F1,97 = 12.71, p = . 0006, r = 0.34).
To analyze the directionality of this interaction effect, we divide all participants into three bins based on a 3-way split of their vis literacy scores (Low, Medium, High). Figure 8 shows the interaction effect between vis literacy with group on accuracy using this three way split. Post-hoc FDR adjusted pairwise comparisons show two significant effects in this interaction:
(i) Users with low levels of vis literacy were more accurate in the adaptive group than in the control group (p = .0009, r = .33), with a substantial boost in accuracy of nearly 11% on average (see Figure 8 , left). It should be noted that the mixed models revealed no significant interaction effect of vis literacy and group on time on task (p = .19, r = .15), indicating that the increased accuracy of the low vis literacy users with the adaptive interventions did not come at the expense of longer time on task.
(ii) In the adaptive condition, low vis literacy users were significantly (p = .006, r = .28) more accurate that high vis literacy users (see plain orange line in Figure 8) , with an improvement in accuracy of about 9%.
Discussion
The positive effect of interventions for low vis literacy users is noteworthy because previous studies (e.g., [4] , [23] , [30] , [48] ) have confirmed that having low vis literacy creates a disadvantage when working with visualization. Our finding provides promising initial evidence that gazedriven highlighting interventions can help alleviate such disadvantage in the context of MSNV processing, so much so that low vis literary users outperformed in accuracy the high vis literacy ones in the presence of the interventions, without taking longer time on task.
High vis literacy users in our study were neither helped nor harmed by the interventions, as indicated by the lack of significant difference in accuracy (p = 0.567, r = 0.08) and time on task (p = 0.954, r = 0.04) for these users in the control and adaptive group. However, these users did not achieve a ceiling effect in accuracy (in fact they were outperformed by low literacy users in the adaptive group), indicating that it is worthwhile to explore other forms of 8 We report statistical significance at the .05 level, as well as effect sizes guidance to help them process MSVNs more effectively.
Perception of the adaptive interventions
Analysis and Results
We analyze perception of interventions for participants in the adaptive group via the ratings that these users provided for the 10 statements related to usefulness, ease-ofuse and satisfaction, described in section 4.3. Because the ratings for some of these statements were highly correlated, we selected only the four most distinct measures, namely those related to perceiving the interventions as useful, delivered timely, confusing and distracting. Table 5 provides summary statistics for these measures.
Overall, the participants' ratings were positive for useful, timing and confusion, with modes of respectively 5 ("somewhat useful"), 6 ("delivered at the right time",) and 2.5 (between "not confusing" and "somewhat not confusing"). However, participants found the interventions to be "somewhat distracting" (mode of 5). 
Discussion
The high rating for intervention timing indicates that our chosen threshold for triggering interventions (cf. section 3.
2) was suitable. The rather low rating for confusion is especially noteworthy because participants received no training with the interventions prior to the study tasks, thus they could have misunderstood their meaning or the reasons for their appearance. The low levels of perceived confusion suggest that this was not a major factor, and that the interventions were intuitive enough for most participants. It is possible, however, that introducing the users to the adaptive interventions beforehand might further reduce confusion ratings. The good ratings for confusion and timing also suggest that there were not many instances of interventions wrongly triggered because the eye-tracker detected spurious fixations on the corresponding references when the user was not reading them. However, a detailed analysis of the eye-tracking logs is needed to ascertain if and when these events happened. The fact that participants found the interventions to be somewhat distracting is to be expected given that the interventions are provided dynamically during reading. Nonetheless, the levels of perceived distraction remain moderate on average, and participants still reported that they found the interventions to be useful despite this distraction. Furthermore, the distraction did not escalate into confusion. Still, moving forward it will be important to investigate the specific reasons for distraction and ways to mitigate them.
as high for r > .5, medium for r > .3, and low otherwise.
Impact of Percentage of interventions Received
Analysis and results
As discussed in section 5, there were differences in the percentage of interventions triggered by each participant in the adaptive group (mean = 89%, st. dev. = 14%, min = 31%, max = 100%). Here, we investigate whether these differences influence user performance, experience, and perception of the interventions. To facilitate the analysis, we discretized the number of received interventions into two bins (High and Low) via a median split 9 . Users in the Low bin received 77% of the interventions on average (st. dev. = 17%, min = 31%, max = 88%), and users in the High bin 97% on average (st. dev. = 2%, min = 91%, max = 100%).
For each of the four measures of performance and experience (Table 4) , we run a mixed model with the percentage of interventions triggered (Low or High) as the factor, and participant ID and MSNV ID as random effects. For each of the four measures of intervention perception in Table 5 , we run a Kruskal-Wallis test with percentage of interventions triggered as the independent variable (we use this test because perception was rated once, at the end of the study, therefore it is not a repeated measure as performance and experience are). All results are adjusted using the Benjamin-Hochberg procedure.
We found significant main effects of percentage of interventions triggered on: (i) time-on-task (F1,171 = 74.97, p < .0001, r = .55); (ii) distraction (x 2 (1) = 6.77, p < .009, r = .35); confusion (x 2 (1) = 5.53, p < .019, r = .38). The directionality of these effects indicates that participants who triggered fewer interventions had shorter task times, and reported more confusion and more distraction.
Discussion
The fact that users who triggered fewer interventions had shorter times on task might indicate that receiving interventions slow users down. However, as discussed in Section 6.1.2, we found no difference in time on task between the adaptive group and the control group (p = .19, r = .15), which contradicts this hypothesis. Another possible explanation is that users who have a shorter time on task were fast readers who, because of their faster reading speed, happened to trigger fewer interventions.
The finding that users who received fewer interventions were significantly more distracted might be due to the fact that interventions were triggered more erratically. Their higher confusion might be due to the fact users expected some important information to be highlighted in the bar charts, whereas it was not always the case since they received less highlighting overall. The finding that users who received fewer interventions were significantly more distracted might be due to the fact that interventions were triggered more erratically. Their higher confusion might be due to the fact users expected some important information to be highlighted in the bar charts, whereas it was not always the case since they received less highlighting overall. 9 Keeping the continuous values or discretize into more than two bins is
CONCLUSION
We conducted a user study aimed at evaluating the value of gaze-driven highlighting interventions in MagazineStyle Narrative Visualizations (MSNVs), i.e., visualizations embedded in narrative text. Specifically, we leverage eyetracking to detect in real time when the user is reading a sentence describing specified data points in the visualization, so as to dynamically highlight these data points in the visualization. We compared the performance and subjective experience of participants who received the gazedriven highlighting against a control group who received none, and we also examined if users' performance and experience were influenced by long-term user characteristics known to play a significant role during MSNV processing. Our results show that the interventions were overall well perceived by the users and they benefitted specifically to users with low levels of vis literacy, who have lower ability in processing and understanding data visualizations.
In this study we made two key contributions. First, we broadened the evidence on the value of eye-tracking for adaptive visualizations. Specifically, our study is the first to show the value of gaze-driven adaptation with bar charts embedded into MSNVs, whereas previous work only studied gaze-driven adaptation in map-based visualizations with no narrative text. This finding is important because bar charts are popular, commonly used visualizations, and MSNVs constitute a widespread context of usage of information visualizations in real-world media (press, internet, scientific publications).
A second contribution is that our results are the first to show that long-term user characteristics can influence the effectiveness of gaze-driven adaptation in visualization. In particular, the fact that the interventions helped users with low levels of vis literacy is significant, because it shows that the interventions benefited those users who needed help the most due to their lower abilities. Our results also show that users with high levels of vis literacy were not impacted by the interventions, but were overall outperformed by low literacy users who received them. Thus, despite their higher vis literacy, these users did not show ceiling performance and might benefit from other forms of adaptive interventions more suitable to their specific needs. We plan to start investigating this point by analyzing the feedback provided by these high vis literacy users during the post-interviews we conducted at the end of each session, as this feedback might provide specific ideas on how to make the interventions more suitable to them.
This research is a first step towards designing personalized gaze-driven support for MSNV processing. As such, it provides proof of concept for the potential of this guidance, but also has several limitations to be addressed in future work, as we discuss next.
The documents used in the study were excerpts from real-world MSNVs, usually quite shorter than the original documents, and we do not know how our results would generalize to these. We argue that the type of gaze-driven guidance we investigate should be even more helpful in difficult because of the sparseness for low values.
longer, more challenging documents. However, it is possible that some of our findings on which intervention properties worked well (e.g., for type of highlighting, removal strategies etc.) might have to be adjusted. We plan to address this point by running a new study focusing on testing the proposed interventions with full length MSNV.
Although users overall appreciated the interventions, i.e., found them useful, delivered with good timing, and not that confusing, these scores still had room for improvement. Also, users found the interventions to be somewhat distracting (although this distraction did not appear to hinder performance or user experience). We plan to examine how to reduce distraction and further improve the other scores of user perception, starting with the analysis of the study post-interviews to identify specific feedback that we can use to improve the interventions design and delivery.
Although participants were able to trigger most interventions (about 90% of them on average), our gaze-driven interventions are quite sensitive to a user's reading speed, but currently are not calibrated to it, causing some users to not trigger all the available interventions, which in turns can increase distraction and confusion. We plan to investigate how to include this calibration in a way that is realistic for real-world settings, so that the timing of the interventions can be personalized to each user's reading speed.
There are several other steps of future work on our agenda, which will be facilitated by the availability of the software platform we have devised to support the implementation and the evaluation of eye-tracking-based adaptive support for visualization processing. For instance, we will experiment with adding cuing that guides the user attention from the visualization back to the relevant reference in the text (i.e., the relevant references). We will compare our highlighting interventions with other types of dynamic cuing, i.e., a gaze-driven version of the static linking interventions presented in [19] . We also plan to investigate gaze-driven adaptation in MSNVs with different visualizations than bar charts. Altogether, this platform expands research capabilities in studying user-adaptive visualizations, with the long-term goal of better understanding, what forms of adaptation can improve the users' performance and experience across visualizations and tasks.
